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Programming in C, Third Edition is a revised edition of a classic programming title.
Author Stephen Kochan's style and thorough explanations have earned him a place
among the most respected of computer book authors. Although the C
programming language hasn't undergone any major changes, it's enjoying new life
among game programmers and small device programmers, where its simple
elegance makes it the ideal choice for small fast programs. Large game
developers, such as Nintendo, use C almost exclusively. This edition combines the
time-tested instructional style of Stephen Kochan with updated and.

The Big Book of Coding Interviews in C and C++
Computer Science
This book takes an object-oriented approach, without getting lost in objects. It is
suitable for use in a first programming course for computer science, physical
science, and engineering majors. Objects are shown in detail and are used to solve
problems, not just for show. The goal is to get students programming with a
minimum of overhead. The fundamental concepts of computer science are
interwoven throughout the textbook. All examples can be written, compiled and
tested with free editors and compilers included on the CD that comes with the
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book.

Professional C++
Practical C++ Programming
A textbook of C++ examples intended for C programmers. This book is not a
starting point for new C++ programmers who do not know C. It is a transition tool
for C programmers.

Programming Massively Parallel Processors
If you are new to programming with C and are looking for a solid introduction, this
is the book for you. Developed by computer science instructors, books in the for
the absolute beginner series teach the principles of programming through simple
game creation. C is not an easy language to learn, but fortunately the clear
explanations, examples, and pictures in this book make learning C easy and fun.
Each chapter contains programming challenges, a chapter review, and a complete
program that uses chapter-based concepts to construct an easily built application.
You will acquire the skills that you need for more practical C programming
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applications and will learn how these skills can be put to use in real-world
scenarios. Additionally, by the time you finish this book, you will be able to apply
the programming principles you've learned to the next programming language you
tackle."

C++ for C Programmers
Geared to experienced C++ developers who may not be familiar with the more
advanced features of the language, and therefore are not using it to its full
capabilities Teaches programmers how to think in C++-that is, how to design
effective solutions that maximize the power of the language The authors drill down
into this notoriously complex language, explaining poorly understood elements of
the C++ feature set as well as common pitfalls to avoid Contains several in-depth
case studies with working code that's been tested on Windows, Linux, and Solaris
platforms

C# for Programmers
Programming Massively Parallel Processors: A Hands-on Approach, Third Edition
shows both student and professional alike the basic concepts of parallel
programming and GPU architecture, exploring, in detail, various techniques for
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constructing parallel programs. Case studies demonstrate the development
process, detailing computational thinking and ending with effective and efficient
parallel programs. Topics of performance, floating-point format, parallel patterns,
and dynamic parallelism are covered in-depth. For this new edition, the authors
have updated their coverage of CUDA, including coverage of newer libraries, such
as CuDNN, moved content that has become less important to appendices, added
two new chapters on parallel patterns, and updated case studies to reflect current
industry practices. Teaches computational thinking and problem-solving
techniques that facilitate high-performance parallel computing Utilizes CUDA
version 7.5, NVIDIA's software development tool created specifically for massively
parallel environments Contains new and updated case studies Includes coverage of
newer libraries, such as CuDNN for Deep Learning

Computing Fundamentals with C#
1. Inductive sets of data 2. Data abstraction 3. Expressions 4. State 5. Continuationpassing interpreters 6. Continuation-passing style 7. Types 8. Modules 9. Objects
and classes.

Programming in C++, 2/e
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Introduction to Programming with C++
Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C+
In this second edition of his successful book, experienced teacher and author Mark
Allen Weiss continues to refine and enhance his innovative approach to algorithms
and data structures. Written for the advanced data structures course, this text
highlights theoretical topics such as abstract data types and the efficiency of
algorithms, as well as performance and running time. Before covering algorithms
and data structures, the author provides a brief introduction to C++ for
programmers unfamiliar with the language. Dr Weiss's clear writing style, logical
organization of topics, and extensive use of figures and examples to demonstrate
the successive stages of an algorithm make this an accessible, valuable text. New
to this Edition *An appendix on the Standard Template Library (STL) *C++ code,
tested on multiple platforms, that conforms to the ANSI ISO final draft standard
0201361221B04062001

Programming in C, 3e
The programming language C# was built with the future of application
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development in mind. Pursuing that vision, C#'s designers succeeded in creating a
safe, simple, component-based, high-performance language that works effectively
with Microsoft's .NET Framework. Now the favored language among those
programming for the Microsoft platform, C# continues to grow in popularity as
more developers discover its strength and flexibility. And, from the start, C#
developers have relied on Programming C# both as an introduction to the
language and a means of further building their skills. The fourth edition of
Programming C#--the top-selling C# book on the market--has been updated to the
C# ISO standard as well as changes to Microsoft's implementation of the language.
It also provides notes and warnings on C# 1.1 and C# 2.0. Aimed at experienced
programmers and web developers, Programming C#, 4th Edition, doesn't waste
too much time on the basics. Rather, it focuses on the features and programming
patterns unique to the C# language. New C# 2005 features covered in-depth
include: Visual Studio 2005 Generics Collection interfaces and iterators Anonymous
methods New ADO.NET data controls Fundamentals of Object-Oriented
Programming Author Jesse Liberty, an acclaimed web programming expert and
entrepreneur, teaches C# in a way that experienced programmers will appreciate
by grounding its applications firmly in the context of Microsoft's .NET platform and
the development of desktop and Internet applications. Liberty also incorporates
reader suggestions from previous editions to help create the most consumerfriendly guide possible.
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Object-Oriented Programming in C++, 3rd Edition
Introduces the C programming language, covering such topics as language
fundamentals, variables, data types, arithmetic expressions, program looping,
functions, and arrays, with complete C programs to illustrate each new concept
discussed.

Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++, Third Edition
Developers acquire a thorough understanding of ANSI/ISO C++ by working through
examples. Vandevoorde solves a broad subset of illustrative and realistic exercises
to facilitate this process. He also includes hints to help programmers find their own
solutions, and additional exercises to provide deeper insights into modern software
design. Highlights In-depth coverage of C++ language concepts, syntax, and
features for each chapter Numerous detailed examples that build intuition about
performance issues Adherence to the final ANSI/ISO C++ specifications Sample
code and programs available on-line 0201309653B04062001

C++: A Beginner's Guide, 3rd Edition
Essential C++ skills made easy! Written by top-selling programming author Herb
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Schildt, C++: A Beginner's Guide, Third Edition is fully updated to cover the new
features in C++. The book includes two new chapters and integrates a significant
portion of new material into existing chapters. This hands-on, self-paced guide
offers full coverage of C++, the premier language of high-performance systems
software development. You’ll learn about concepts, multithreading, regular
expressions, lambda expressions, new keywords, upgrades to the for loop, and
much more. Get started programming with C++ right away and get up to speed on
all of the new features. Ready-to-use code is available for download. Designed for
Easy Learning: Key Skills & Concepts—Chapter-opening lists of specific skills
covered in the chapter Ask the Expert—Q&A sections filled with bonus information
and helpful tips Try This—Hands-on exercises that show you how to apply your
skills Notes—Extra information related to the topic being covered Tips—Helpful
reminders or alternate ways of doing things Cautions—Errors and pitfalls to avoid
Annotated Syntax—Example code with commentary that describes the
programming techniques being illustrated

Introduction to Java Programming
THE #1 BESTSELLING BOOK ON OBJECTIVE-C 2.0 Programming in Objective-C 2.0
provides the new programmer a complete, step-by-step introduction to ObjectiveC, the primary language used to develop applications for the iPhone, iPad, and Mac
OS X platforms. The book does not assume previous experience with either C or
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object-oriented programming languages, and it includes many detailed, practical
examples of how to put Objective-C to use in your everyday iPhone/iPad or Mac OS
X programming tasks. A powerful yet simple object-oriented programming
language that’s based on the C programming language, Objective-C is widely
available not only on OS X and the iPhone/iPad platform but across many operating
systems that support the gcc compiler, including Linux, Unix, and Windows
systems. The second edition of this book thoroughly covers the latest version of
the language, Objective-C 2.0. And it shows not only how to take advantage of the
Foundation framework’s rich built-in library of classes but also how to use the
iPhone SDK to develop programs designed for the iPhone/iPad platform. Table of
Contents 1 Introduction Part I: The Objective-C 2.0 Language 2 Programming in
Objective-C 3 Classes, Objects, and Methods 4 Data Types and Expressions 5
Program Looping 6 Making Decisions 7 More on Classes 8 Inheritance 9
Polymorphism, Dynamic Typing, and Dynamic Binding 10 More on Variables and
Data Types 11 Categories and Protocols 12 The Preprocessor 13 Underlying C
Language Features Part II: The Foundation Framework 14 Introduction to the
Foundation Framework 15 Numbers, Strings, and Collections 16 Working with Files
17 Memory Management 18 Copying Objects 19 Archiving Part III: Cocoa and the
iPhone SDK 20 Introduction to Cocoa 21 Writing iPhone Applications Part IV:
Appendixes A Glossary B Objective-C 2.0 Language Summary C Address Book
Source Code D Resources
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C Programming for the Absolute Beginner, Third Edition
Learn how to program with C++ using today’s definitive choice for your first
programming language experience -- C++ PROGRAMMING: FROM PROBLEM
ANALYSIS TO PROGRAM DESIGN, 8E. D.S. Malik’s time-tested, user-centered
methodology incorporates a strong focus on problem-solving with full-code
examples that vividly demonstrate the hows and whys of applying programming
concepts and utilizing C++ to work through a problem. Thoroughly updated end-ofchapter exercises, more than 20 extensive new programming exercises, and
numerous new examples drawn from Dr. Malik’s experience further strengthen the
reader’s understanding of problem solving and program design in this new edition.
This book highlights the most important features of C++ 14 Standard with timely
discussions that ensure this edition equips you to succeed in your first
programming experience and well beyond. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Programming in C
Effective C++
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C++ was written to help professional C# developers learn modern C++
programming. The aim of this book is to leverage your existing C# knowledge in
order to expand your skills. Whether you need to use C++ in an upcoming project,
or simply want to learn a new language (or reacquaint yourself with it), this book
will help you learn all of the fundamental pieces of C++ so you can begin writing
your own C++ programs. This updated and expanded second edition of Book
provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a clear structural
framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A flowing
writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the
text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts. This
succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in
the subject . We hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career &
Business.

Programming C#
* *PHP has exploded in popularity, and is now starting to make inroads into largescale business-critical Web systems *So far, little has been written about how to
scale PHP applications to the enterprise level *Schlossnagle fills this void, providing
the definitive guide to developing PHP applications for performance, stability, and
extensibility
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Programming in C
The Waite Croup's Object-Oriented Programming in C+ +, Third Edition is the latest
revision in a series of classic programming titles-having introduced thousand of
users to object-oriented programming in C+ +. This book takes you from simple
programming examples straight up to full-fledged object-oriented applications
quick, real-world examples, conceptual illustrations, questions, and exercises.
Covering the most current features of the ANSI/ISO C+ + standard as it applies
object-oriented programming, this guide assumes no C programming experience*
only expects you to be familiar with basic programming concepts. Learn the syntax
and features of C+ + and how they can be used to tackle recurring problems with
design patterns, help determine C++ classes, and how to systematically diagram
the relationship between classes using CRC modeling and the Universal Modeling
Language (UML).

The Joy of C
The user-friendly, object-oriented programming language Python is quickly
becoming the most popular introductory programming language for both students
and instructors. This updated Second Edition of Python Programming in Context
provides a comprehensive, accessible introduction to Python fundamentals. An
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ideal first language for learners entering the rapidly expanding field of computer
science, Python gives students a solid platform of key problem-solving skills that
translate easily across programming languages. Building on essential concepts of
computer science, and offering a plenitude of real-world examples, Python
Programming in Context, Second Edition offers a thorough overview of multiple
applied areas, including image processing, cryptography, astronomy, the Internet,
and bioinformatics. The text’s emphasis on problem-solving, extrapolation, and
development of independent exploration and solution-building provides students
with a unique and innovative approach to learning programming. Python
Programming in Context, Second Edition is the ideal introductory text for those
delving into computer programming. Key Features - Utilizes Python 3 - Provides a
clear, accessible, and skill-focused approach to programming with Python Contains problem sets based on real-world examples and problem-solving rather
than language features - Offers a variety of exercises that develop independent
skill-building and exploration - Every new copy of the text is packaged with full
student access to Turing's Craft Custom CodeLab. Customized to match the
organization of the text, CodeLab offers students hands-on Python programming
experience with immediate feedback. - Accompanied by a full suite of instructor
support material, including solutions to the exercises in the text, downloadable
source code, PowerPoint Lecture Outlines, and a complete Test Bank.

Programming in Objective-C 2.0
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Comprehensive treatment focuses on creation of efficient data structures and
algorithms and selection or design of data structure best suited to specific
problems. This edition uses C++ as the programming language.

Beginning C++ Game Programming
Provides instructions for writing C code to create games and mobile applications
using the new C11 standard.

The C# Programming Language
The revised and updated version of the student-friendly, practical and exampledriven book, Programming in C++, continues to give its readers a solid background
and a learning platform to the fundamentals of C++. This comprehensive book,
enriched with illustrations and a number of solved programs, will help the students
to master this subject.

Advanced PHP Programming
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not
come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical
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text and MyProgrammingLab search for ISBN-10: 0133377474 /ISBN-13:
9780133377477 . That package includes ISBN-10: 0133252817 /ISBN-13:
9780133252811 and ISBN-10: 013337968X /ISBN-13: 9780133379686 .
MyProgrammingLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor . For
undergraduate students in Computer Science and Computer Programming courses
or beginning programmers A solid foundation in the basics of C++ programming
will allow readers to create efficient, elegant code ready for any production
environment Learning basic logic and fundamental programming techniques is
essential for new programmers to succeed. A distinctive fundamentals-first
approach and clear, concise writing style characterize Introduction to Programming
with C++, 3/e. Basic programming concepts are introduced on control statements,
loops, functions, and arrays before object-oriented programming is discussed.
Abstract concepts are carefully and concretely explained using simple, short, and
stimulating examples. Explanations are presented in brief segments, with many
figures and tables. NEW! This edition is available with MyProgrammingLab, an
innovative online homework and assessment tool. Through the power of practice
and immediate personalized feedback, MyProgrammingLab helps students fully
grasp the logic, semantics, and syntax of programming.

Essentials of Programming Languages
This book contains over 300 awesome coding interview questions. It is ideally
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suited for preparing for programming interviews conducted by top technology
companies such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft, etc. The questions in the
book have been carefully selected so that they represent the most frequently
asked questions in interviews. The solutions are clearly explained with plenty of
diagrams and comments in the code so that you can easily understand. So if you
are looking for saving precious time and effort for preparing for an interview then
this is the right book for you. Wishing you all the best for the interviews ahead!

The C++ Programming Language
Learn the C programming language from one of the best. Stephen Kochan's
Programming in C is thorough with easy-to-follow instructions that are sure to
benefit beginning programmers. This book provides readers with practical
examples of how the C programming language can be used with small, fast
programs, similar to the programming used by large game developers such as
Nintendo. If you want a one-stop-source for C programming, this book is it.The
book is appropriate for all introductory-to-intermediate courses on programming in
the C language, including courses covering C programming for games and smalldevice platforms. Programming in C, Third Edition is a thoroughly revised and
updated edition of Steven Kochan's classic C programming tutorial: a book that has
helped thousands of students master C over the past twenty years. This edition
fully reflects the latest C standard and contains current source code. It has been
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crafted to help students master C regardless of the platform they intend to use or
the applications they intend to create -- including small-device and gaming
applications, where C's elegance and speed make it especially valuable. Kochan
begins with the fundamentals, then covers every facet of C language
programming: variables, data types, arithmetic expressions, program looping,
making decisions, arrays, functions, structures, character strings, pointers,
operations on bits, the preprocessors, I/O, and more. Coverage also includes
chapters on working with larger programs; debugging programs; and the
fundamentals of object-oriented programming. Appendices include a complete
language summary, an introduction to the Standard C Library, coverage of
compiling and running programs using gcc, common programming mistakes, and
more.

C Programming for the Absolute Beginner (3rd Edition)
Effective C++ has been updated to reflect the latest ANSI/ISO standards. The
author, a recognised authority on C++, shows readers fifty ways to improve their
programs and designs.

C++ Programming: From Problem Analysis to Program Design
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Explains how to develop programs in the UNIX operating system, discussing how to
perform tasks including building, debugging, and understanding how shell scripts
work.

C++ Solutions
C♯ is a simple, modern, object-oriented, and type-safe programming language that
combines the high productivity of rapid application development languages with
the raw power of C and C++. This book provides the complete specification of the
language, along with descriptions, reference materials, and code samples from the
C♯ design team.

C++ All-in-One For Dummies
C++ is a powerful, highly flexible, and adaptable programming language that
allows software engineers to organize and process information quickly and
effectively. But this high-level language is relatively difficult to master, even if you
already know the C programming language.The new second edition of "Practical
C++ Programming is a complete introduction to the C++ language for
programmers who are learning C++. Reflecting the latest changes to the C++
standard, this new edition takes a useful down-to-earth approach, placing a strong
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emphasis on how to design clean, elegant code.In short, to-the-point chapters, all
aspects of programming are covered including style, software engineering,
programming design, object-oriented design, and debugging.It also covers
common mistakes and how to find (and avoid) them. End of chapter exercises help
you ensure you've mastered the material. Steve Oualline's clear, easy-going
writing style and hands-on approach to learning make "Practical C++ Programming
a nearly painless way to master this complex but powerful programming language.

The C Programming Language, 3rd Edition
Learn C++ from scratch and get started building your very own games About This
Book This book offers a fun way to learn modern C++ programming while building
exciting 2D games This beginner-friendly guide offers a fast-paced but engaging
approach to game development Dive headfirst into building a wide variety of
desktop games that gradually increase in complexity It is packed with many
suggestions to expand your finished games that will make you think critically,
technically, and creatively Who This Book Is For This book is perfect for you if any
of the following describes you: You have no C++ programming knowledge
whatsoever or need a beginner level refresher course, if you want to learn to build
games or just use games as an engaging way to learn C++, if you have aspirations
to publish a game one day, perhaps on Steam, or if you just want to have loads of
fun and impress friends with your creations. What You Will Learn Get to know C++
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from scratch while simultaneously learning game building Learn the basics of C++,
such as variables, loops, and functions to animate game objects, respond to
collisions, keep score, play sound effects, and build your first playable game. Use
more advanced C++ topics such as classes, inheritance, and references to spawn
and control thousands of enemies, shoot with a rapid fire machine gun, and realize
random scrolling game-worlds Stretch your C++ knowledge beyond the beginner
level and use concepts such as pointers, references, and the Standard Template
Library to add features like split-screen coop, immersive directional sound, and
custom levels loaded from level-design files Get ready to go and build your own
unique games! In Detail This book is all about offering you a fun introduction to the
world of game programming, C++, and the OpenGL-powered SFML using three fun,
fully-playable games. These games are an addictive frantic two-button tapper, a
multi-level zombie survival shooter, and a split-screen multiplayer puzzleplatformer. We will start with the very basics of programming, such as variables,
loops, and conditions and you will become more skillful with each game as you
move through the key C++ topics, such as OOP (Object-Orientated Programming),
C++ pointers, and an introduction to the Standard Template Library. While building
these games, you will also learn exciting game programming concepts like particle
effects, directional sound (spatialization), OpenGL programmable Shaders,
spawning thousands of objects, and more. Style and approach This book offers a
fun, example-driven approach to learning game development and C++. In addition
to explaining game development techniques in an engaging style, the games are
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built in a way that introduces the key C++ topics in a practical and not theorybased way, with multiple runnable/playable stages in each chapter.

UNIX Shell Programming
C is one of the most popular programming languages. It runs on most software
platforms and computer architecture. This revised edition of our best-selling text
Programming in C not only maintains the exclusivity of previous editions but also
enhances it with the addition of new programs and illustrations. Challenging
concepts are supported with numerous solved and unsolved programs. The new
chapter on computer graphics ensures that this book comprehensively covers the
syllabi of most universities. The book also uses the Turbo C compiler, which is the
most widely used C compiler. With its increased coverage and inclusion of new
learning tools, this edition is an invaluable asset for students who aim to improve
their programming skills.

Python Programming in Context
"Many students of C will rightly admit that it's not an easy language to learn, but
the professional insight, clear explanations, examples, and pictures in the Cengage
Learning for the Absolute Beginner series make learning C easy and fun.
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Programming is not a skill you can acquire by reading; you have to write programs
to learn. That's why each chapter in this book contains programming challenges, a
chapter review, and a complete program that uses chapter-based concepts to
construct an easily built application. With the guidance in this book, you'll learn
how to create algorithms and pseudocode to think through and design programs;
translate your designs and plans into working C programs; write, compile, test, and
debug your code; use data types, arrays, pointers, strings, file operations and more
to create robust programs."--Publisher's description

Programming and Problem Solving with Java
Have you always wanted to learn c programming language but are afraid it'll be
too difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other programming languages but are
interested in learning the C programming language fast? This book is for you. You
no longer have to waste your time and money learning C programming from boring
books that are 600 pages long, expensive online courses or complicated C
programming tutorials that just leave you more confused. What this book offers C
for Beginners Complex concepts are broken down into simple steps to ensure that
you can easily master the C Programming language even if you have never coded
before. Carefully Chosen C Programming Examples Examples are carefully chosen
to illustrate all concepts. In addition, the output for all examples are provided
immediately so you do not have to wait till you have access to your computer to
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test the examples. Careful selection of topics Topics are carefully selected to give
you a broad exposure to C, while not overwhelming you with information overload.
These topics include object-oriented programming concepts, error handling
techniques, file handling techniques and more. Learn The C Programming
Language Fast Concepts are presented in a "to-the-point" style to cater to the busy
individual. With this book, you can learn C in just one day and start coding
immediately. How is this book different The best way to learn C programming is by
doing. This book includes a unique examples. Working through the examples will
not only give you an immense sense of achievement, it"ll also help you retain the
knowledge and master the language. Are you ready to dip your toes into the
exciting world of C coding? This book is for you. Click the BUY button and download
it now. What you will learn in this book: *introduction to c *environment setup
*program structure *basic syntax *data types *variables *operators *decision
making *loops *arrays *much,much,more! Download your C Programming copy
today Tags: ------------ C, C programming tutorial, C programming book, learning C
programming, C programming language, C coding, C programming for beginners, C
for Dummies

C Programming for the Absolute Beginner
Covers all aspects of programming using the C++ language, including objects and
classes, data structures, the standard library, lambda expressions, templates, and
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debugging.

C Programming Absolute Beginner's Guide (3rd Edition)
Thoroughly updated and reorganized, the new Second Edition of Programming and
Problem Solving with Java continues to emphasize object-oriented design practices
while offering numerous new case studies, end-of-chapter material, and descriptive
examples, using Java 5.0. Programming and Problem Solving with Java, Second
Edition is an exceptional resource for discovering Java as a first programming
language.

C Programming Absolute Beginner's Guide
The practicing programmer's DEITEL® guide to C# and the powerful Microsoft .NET
Framework Written for programmers with a background in C++, Java, or other highlevel languages, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to
teaching programming and explores Microsoft's C# language and the new .NET 2.0
in depth. The book is updated for Visual Studio® 2005 and C# 2.0, and presents
C# concepts in the context of fully tested programs, complete with syntax shading,
detailed line-by-line code descriptions, and program outputs. The book features
200+ C# applications with 16,000+ lines of proven C# code, as well as 300+
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programming tips that will help you build robust applications. Start with a concise
introduction to C# fundamentals using an early classes and objects approach, then
rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including multithreading, XML, ADO.NET
2.0, ASP.NET 2.0, Web services, network programming, and .NET remoting. Along
the way you will enjoy the Deitels' classic treatment of object-oriented
programming and a new, OOD/UML™ ATM case study, including a complete C#
implementation. When you are finished, you will have everything you need to build
next-generation Windows applications, Web applications, and Web services. Dr.
Harvey M. Deitel and Paul J. Deitel are the founders of Deitel & Associates, Inc., the
internationally recognized programming languages content-creation and corporatetraining organization. Together with their colleagues at Deitel & Associates, Inc.,
they have written many international best-selling programming languages
textbooks that millions of people worldwide have used to master C, C++, Java™,
C#, XML, Visual Basic®, Perl, Python, and Internet and Web programming. The
DEITEL® Developer Series is designed for practicing programmers. The series
presents focused treatments of emerging technologies, including .NET, J2EE, Web
services, and more. Practical, Example-Rich Coverage Of: C# 2.0, .NET 2.0, FCL
ASP.NET 2.0, Web Forms and Controls Database, SQL, and ADO.NET 2.0
Networking and .NET Remoting XML, Web Services Generics, Collections
GUI/Windows® Forms OOP: Classes, Inheritance, and Polymorphism OOD/UML™
ATM Case Study Graphics and Multimedia Multithreading Exception Handling And
more VISIT WWW.DEITEL.COM Download code examples To receive updates on this
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book, subscribe to the free DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE e-mail newsletter at
www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html Read archived Issues of the DEITEL®
BUZZ ONLINE Get corporate training information
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